
using common program standards  
to evaluate the extent to which dual language and

immersion programs support student attainment of


bilingual proficiency/biliteracy and cultural competency 

at no cost to academic achievement

Lilah Ambrosi, addalingua co.founder
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addalingua Language First approach and 
program standards  

addalingua endorsement purpose and process 

reflection tool for you to use in your program
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In this session, we will explore . . . 

2

overview of Language First
3
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L
First

nguage
an approach to instruction that prioritizes minority 
language development in order to contribute to 
student identity investment in the minority language, 
increase bilingual proficiency, and promote greater 
access to academic content in both languages of 
instruction

academic achievement  
biliteracy & bilingualism 
cultural competence
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Language First is different 

from other approaches.

content 
language

content - language language 
content

monitor model instructional  
counterbalance Language First

early years
thought: focus on content 
because the belief was that 

students would automatically 
acquire the language

result: L2 is grammatically 
inaccurate/stunted

recent years 
thought: draw language targets 

from content lessons

result: L2 improvement 
but teachers find it difficult to 
identify language targets and 
curriculum always changes

new paradigm
thought: start with a structural 
scope & sequence based on 
distributed practice & infuse 
language targets throughout 

content lessons

result: L2 improvements; clear 
plan for teachers5
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Language First program standards

pf.1  Our program places equal value on three goals: proficiency and 
literacy in two languages, cultural competence, and academic 
achievement.


pf.2  Our program adheres to an allocation of instructional minutes 
that prioritizes the minority language and implements instructional 
practices and resources explored across focus areas in each level of 
addalingua certification.


pf.3  Our program provides a viable means of educating ALL 
students.


pf.4  Our program promotes learning within and beyond the 
classroom that inspires global empathy, producing students that 
have achieved the three goals of dual language immersion 
education (stated in pf.1).

dld.1  Our program intentionally elevates the status of the minority 
language and upholds the LIOPT (Language of Instruction Only 
Policy and Timeline).


dld.2  Our program recognizes the sociocultural and linguistic 
differences between the languages of instruction and makes 
teaching and learning decisions accordingly.


dld.3  Our program emphasizes expansive and accurate use of the 
minority language throughout content area instruction.


dld.4  Our program embraces the developmental process of learning 
in two languages and consistently employs effective corrective 
feedback strategies.

bci.1  Our program faithfully implements common language targets 
specific to the minority language across grade levels as part of a 
strong literacy program.


bci.2  Our program practices Language First counterbalanced 
instruction by incorporating common language targets into content 
area planning and teaching.


bci.3  Our program explicitly teaches non-transferrable linguistic 
features in both languages of instruction and encourages cross-
linguistic connections while remaining in the language of instruction.


bci.4  Our program focuses on students meeting literacy 
expectations in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade 
level.

pm.1 Our program uses assessment practices that place as such 
value on academic growth in the minority language as it does in the 
majority language.


pm.2  Our program data demonstrates that students are able to 
successfully navigate academic content across grade levels in the 
minority language.


pm.3  Our program follows a data protocol to evaluate student 
growth in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade level 
to inform instruction and program-level decisions.


pm.4  Our program implements common integrated performance 
assessments in the minority language aligned to the three goals of 
dual language immersion education (stated in pf.1).

program fidelity dual language development

biliteracy and counterbalanced instruction progress monitoring
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addalingua endorsement
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Learning without 
reflection is a waste. 
Reflection without 

learning is dangerous. 

Confucius

We do not learn from 
experience . . . we learn 

from reflecting on 
experience. 

John Dewey

The more reflective you 
are, the more effective 

you are. 

Hall and Simeral

Courage starts with 
showing up and letting 

ourselves be seen. 

Brené Brown
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pacing and timeline 2020.2021 

4

step one 
request


Partner school leaders 
receive introduction to 

addalingua endorsement 
and submit request form.


due: April 1, 2020

step two 
approval


Partner school leaders 
receive approval or denial 

notification. Approval 
notifications trigger access 
to introduction lesson and 

materials.


granted by: May 15, 2020

step three 
introduction


Partner school leaders 
complete introduction 
lesson: informing your 

community and organizing 
your committee.  

May 15-June 15, 2020

step five 
program fidelity


Partner school 
committee completes pf 
launch lesson, self-study 

report, and scale.


due: October 12, 2020

step six 
dual language 
development


Partner school 
committee completes dld 
launch lesson, self-study 

report, scale and 
addresses pf feedback.


due: November 23, 2020

step seven 
balanced biliteracy 
& counterbalanced 

instruction

Partner school 

committee completes 
bbci launch lesson, self-
study report, scale and 

addresses dld feedback.


due: January 18, 2021

step nine 
final feedback


Partner school 
committee addresses pm 
feedback and receives final 

feedback which triggers 
site visit or additional 

committee work.  


given by: March 12, 2021

step ten 
site visit


Partner school 
committee arranges 

verification site visit for 
addalingua.


March 22-31, 2021

step eleven 
recommendation


Partner school 
committee receives 

notification of 
endorsement via letter.


April 1, 2021

step four 
preparation


Partner school 
committee completes 

preparation lesson: 
understanding the purpose 
and process of addalingua 

endorsement.


June 15-July 15, 2020

step eight 
progress monitoring


Partner school 
committee completes pm 
launch lesson, self-study 

report, scale and 
addresses bbci feedback.


due: March 1, 2021

step twelve 
CELEBRATION


addalingua endorsement  
celebration hosted during 

leadership institute


April 20, 2021
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standard 
(16 total)

success indicator: 
community

success indicator: 
leaders

success indicator: 
teachers

success indicator: 
students
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Language First program standards

pf.1  Our program places equal value on three goals: proficiency and 
literacy in two languages, cultural competence, and academic 
achievement.


pf.2  Our program adheres to an allocation of instructional minutes 
that prioritizes the minority language and implements instructional 
practices and resources explored across focus areas in each level of 
addalingua certification.


pf.3  Our program provides a viable means of educating ALL 
students.


pf.4  Our program promotes learning within and beyond the 
classroom that inspires global empathy, producing students that 
have achieved the three goals of dual language immersion 
education (stated in pf.1).

dld.1  Our program intentionally elevates the status of the minority 
language and upholds the LIOPT (Language of Instruction Only 
Policy and Timeline).


dld.2  Our program recognizes the sociocultural and linguistic 
differences between the languages of instruction and makes 
teaching and learning decisions accordingly.


dld.3  Our program emphasizes expansive and accurate use of the 
minority language throughout content area instruction.


dld.4  Our program embraces the developmental process of learning 
in two languages and consistently employs effective corrective 
feedback strategies.

bci.1  Our program faithfully implements common language targets 
specific to the minority language across grade levels as part of a 
strong literacy program.


bci.2  Our program practices Language First counterbalanced 
instruction by incorporating common language targets into content 
area planning and teaching.


bci.3  Our program explicitly teaches non-transferrable linguistic 
features in both languages of instruction and encourages cross-
linguistic connections while remaining in the language of instruction.


bci.4  Our program focuses on students meeting literacy 
expectations in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade 
level.

pm.1 Our program uses assessment practices that place as such 
value on academic growth in the minority language as it does in the 
majority language.


pm.2  Our program data demonstrates that students are able to 
successfully navigate academic content across grade levels in the 
minority language.


pm.3  Our program follows a data protocol to evaluate student 
growth in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade level 
to inform instruction and program-level decisions.


pm.4  Our program implements common integrated performance 
assessments in the minority language aligned to the three goals of 
dual language immersion education (stated in pf.1).

program fidelity dual language development

biliteracy and counterbalanced instruction progress monitoring
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pf.1  Our program places 
equal value on three goals: 
proficiency and literacy in 
two languages, cultural 
competence, and 
academic achievement.
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pf.1 Our school community understands the three goals 
and supports equal value being placed on each one. 

13

80%
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Language First program standards

pf.1  Our program places equal value on three goals: proficiency and 
literacy in two languages, cultural competence, and academic 
achievement.


pf.2  Our program adheres to an allocation of instructional minutes 
that prioritizes the minority language and implements instructional 
practices and resources explored across focus areas in each level of 
addalingua certification.


pf.3  Our program provides a viable means of educating ALL 
students.


pf.4  Our program promotes learning within and beyond the 
classroom that inspires global empathy, producing students that 
have achieved the three goals of dual language immersion 
education (stated in pf.1).

dld.1  Our program intentionally elevates the status of the minority 
language and upholds the LIOPT (Language of Instruction Only 
Policy and Timeline).


dld.2  Our program recognizes the sociocultural and linguistic 
differences between the languages of instruction and makes 
teaching and learning decisions accordingly.


dld.3  Our program emphasizes expansive and accurate use of the 
minority language throughout content area instruction.


dld.4  Our program embraces the developmental process of learning 
in two languages and consistently employs effective corrective 
feedback strategies.

bci.1  Our program faithfully implements common language targets 
specific to the minority language across grade levels as part of a 
strong literacy program.


bci.2  Our program practices Language First counterbalanced 
instruction by incorporating common language targets into content 
area planning and teaching.


bci.3  Our program explicitly teaches non-transferrable linguistic 
features in both languages of instruction and encourages cross-
linguistic connections while remaining in the language of instruction.


bci.4  Our program focuses on students meeting literacy 
expectations in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade 
level.

pm.1 Our program uses assessment practices that place as such 
value on academic growth in the minority language as it does in the 
majority language.


pm.2  Our program data demonstrates that students are able to 
successfully navigate academic content across grade levels in the 
minority language.


pm.3  Our program follows a data protocol to evaluate student 
growth in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade level 
to inform instruction and program-level decisions.


pm.4  Our program implements common integrated performance 
assessments in the minority language aligned to the three goals of 
dual language immersion education (stated in pf.1).

program fidelity dual language development

biliteracy and counterbalanced instruction progress monitoring
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pf.4  Our program promotes 
learning within and beyond the 
classroom that inspires global 
empathy, producing students 
that have achieved the three 
goals of dual language 
immersion education.
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pf.4 Our students 
demonstrate 
developmentally 
appropriate 
understanding of 
how bilingualism can 
shape their identity 
and expand their 
capacity to connect 
with linguistically and 
culturally diverse 
people. 
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“put yourself in 
someone else’s 

shoes…” 

“it’s not the 
language separating 

us, it’s our decisions… 
of putting immigrants in 

a different category 
of people”
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Language First program standards

pf.1  Our program places equal value on three goals: proficiency and 
literacy in two languages, cultural competence, and academic 
achievement.


pf.2  Our program adheres to an allocation of instructional minutes 
that prioritizes the minority language and implements instructional 
practices and resources explored across focus areas in each level of 
addalingua certification.


pf.3  Our program provides a viable means of educating ALL 
students.


pf.4  Our program promotes learning within and beyond the 
classroom that inspires global empathy, producing students that 
have achieved the three goals of dual language immersion 
education (stated in pf.1).

dld.1  Our program intentionally elevates the status of the minority 
language and upholds the LIOPT (Language of Instruction Only 
Policy and Timeline).


dld.2  Our program recognizes the sociocultural and linguistic 
differences between the languages of instruction and makes 
teaching and learning decisions accordingly.


dld.3  Our program emphasizes expansive and accurate use of the 
minority language throughout content area instruction.


dld.4  Our program embraces the developmental process of learning 
in two languages and consistently employs effective corrective 
feedback strategies.

bci.1  Our program faithfully implements common language targets 
specific to the minority language across grade levels as part of a 
strong literacy program.


bci.2  Our program practices Language First counterbalanced 
instruction by incorporating common language targets into content 
area planning and teaching.


bci.3  Our program explicitly teaches non-transferrable linguistic 
features in both languages of instruction and encourages cross-
linguistic connections while remaining in the language of instruction.


bci.4  Our program focuses on students meeting literacy 
expectations in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade 
level.

pm.1 Our program uses assessment practices that place as such 
value on academic growth in the minority language as it does in the 
majority language.


pm.2  Our program data demonstrates that students are able to 
successfully navigate academic content across grade levels in the 
minority language.


pm.3  Our program follows a data protocol to evaluate student 
growth in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade level 
to inform instruction and program-level decisions.


pm.4  Our program implements common integrated performance 
assessments in the minority language aligned to the three goals of 
dual language immersion education (stated in pf.1).

program fidelity dual language development

biliteracy and counterbalanced instruction progress monitoring
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dld.1  Our program 
intentionally elevates the 
status of the minority language 
and upholds the LIOPT 
(Language of Instruction Only 
Policy and Timeline).
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dld.1 Our leaders establish a school climate and culture 
that elevates the status of the minority language by 
promoting its use in daily interactions & school events. 
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Language First program standards

pf.1  Our program places equal value on three goals: proficiency and 
literacy in two languages, cultural competence, and academic 
achievement.


pf.2  Our program adheres to an allocation of instructional minutes 
that prioritizes the minority language and implements instructional 
practices and resources explored across focus areas in each level of 
addalingua certification.


pf.3  Our program provides a viable means of educating ALL 
students.


pf.4  Our program promotes learning within and beyond the 
classroom that inspires global empathy, producing students that 
have achieved the three goals of dual language immersion 
education (stated in pf.1).

dld.1  Our program intentionally elevates the status of the minority 
language and upholds the LIOPT (Language of Instruction Only 
Policy and Timeline).


dld.2  Our program recognizes the sociocultural and linguistic 
differences between the languages of instruction and makes 
teaching and learning decisions accordingly.


dld.3  Our program emphasizes expansive and accurate use of the 
minority language throughout content area instruction.


dld.4  Our program embraces the developmental process of learning 
in two languages and consistently employs effective corrective 
feedback strategies.

bci.1  Our program faithfully implements common language targets 
specific to the minority language across grade levels as part of a 
strong literacy program.


bci.2  Our program practices Language First counterbalanced 
instruction by incorporating common language targets into content 
area planning and teaching.


bci.3  Our program explicitly teaches non-transferrable linguistic 
features in both languages of instruction and encourages cross-
linguistic connections while remaining in the language of instruction.


bci.4  Our program focuses on students meeting literacy 
expectations in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade 
level.

pm.1 Our program uses assessment practices that place as such 
value on academic growth in the minority language as it does in the 
majority language.


pm.2  Our program data demonstrates that students are able to 
successfully navigate academic content across grade levels in the 
minority language.


pm.3  Our program follows a data protocol to evaluate student 
growth in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade level 
to inform instruction and program-level decisions.


pm.4  Our program implements common integrated performance 
assessments in the minority language aligned to the three goals of 
dual language immersion education (stated in pf.1).

program fidelity dual language development

biliteracy and counterbalanced instruction progress monitoring
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bci.4  Our program 
focuses on students 
meeting literacy 
expectations in the primary 
language(s) of instruction 
at each grade level.
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bci.4 Our teachers implement and reflect on the impact 
of instructional practices designed to help students meet 
literacy expectations in the primary language(s) of 
instruction. 
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Language First program standards

pf.1  Our program places equal value on three goals: proficiency and 
literacy in two languages, cultural competence, and academic 
achievement.


pf.2  Our program adheres to an allocation of instructional minutes 
that prioritizes the minority language and implements instructional 
practices and resources explored across focus areas in each level of 
addalingua certification.


pf.3  Our program provides a viable means of educating ALL 
students.


pf.4  Our program promotes learning within and beyond the 
classroom that inspires global empathy, producing students that 
have achieved the three goals of dual language immersion 
education (stated in pf.1).

dld.1  Our program intentionally elevates the status of the minority 
language and upholds the LIOPT (Language of Instruction Only 
Policy and Timeline).


dld.2  Our program recognizes the sociocultural and linguistic 
differences between the languages of instruction and makes 
teaching and learning decisions accordingly.


dld.3  Our program emphasizes expansive and accurate use of the 
minority language throughout content area instruction.


dld.4  Our program embraces the developmental process of learning 
in two languages and consistently employs effective corrective 
feedback strategies.

bci.1  Our program faithfully implements common language targets 
specific to the minority language across grade levels as part of a 
strong literacy program.


bci.2  Our program practices Language First counterbalanced 
instruction by incorporating common language targets into content 
area planning and teaching.


bci.3  Our program explicitly teaches non-transferrable linguistic 
features in both languages of instruction and encourages cross-
linguistic connections while remaining in the language of instruction.


bci.4  Our program focuses on students meeting literacy 
expectations in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade 
level.

pm.1 Our program uses assessment practices that place as such 
value on academic growth in the minority language as it does in the 
majority language.


pm.2  Our program data demonstrates that students are able to 
successfully navigate academic content across grade levels in the 
minority language.


pm.3  Our program follows a data protocol to evaluate student 
growth in the primary language(s) of instruction at each grade level 
to inform instruction and program-level decisions.


pm.4  Our program implements common integrated performance 
assessments in the minority language aligned to the three goals of 
dual language immersion education (stated in pf.1).

program fidelity dual language development

biliteracy and counterbalanced instruction progress monitoring
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pm 1 - our teachers

pm.1 Our program uses 
assessment practices that 
place as much value on 
academic growth in the 
minority language as it does 
in the majority language.

24
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Spring Benchmark Met Grade: 2nd Date: Fall 2018 Winter 2018 Spring 2019 Fall 2018 Winter 2019 Spring 2019 Fall 2018 Winter 2018 Spring 2019
Winter Benchmark Met Assessment: CBMR CBMR CBMR F&P F&P F&P aReading aReading aReading

Fall Benchmark Met Target Score: 58-87-106 58-87-106 58-87-106 J/K-L-M/N J/K-L-M/N J/K-L-M/N 469-481-489 469-481-489 469-481-489
Fall Benchmark NOT Met Last Name First Name         

Blom Aubrey 109 137 146 M P O 501 503 508
Blommers Leo 99 122 155 503 507 522
Boot Devon 47 82 102 482 488 487
Braafhart Charlie 71 96 116 O Q S 472 493 508
Clendenen Gabrielle 118 165 151 O P Q 511 518 521
Daining Eliana 112 118 151 502 498 516
Daining Natalie
De Haan Carter 74 104 151 485 501 507
De Vries Jaxon 62 86 108 471 497 503
De Vries Taityn 103 123 150 M N P 490 490 506
Disselkoen Benjamin 90 135 135 501 516 522
Dolezal Lucas 86 113 127 484 518 511
Groenendyk Easton  
Groenendyk Ainsley 86 116 116 N N P 478 484 502
Haug Alise 115 169 127 O Q R 509 519 517
Henderson Elena 87 98 117 M O O 491 501 505
Herdegen Alaina 135 171 172 O P R 514 523 523
Hodgell Adalynn 79 121 176 492 511 518
Hoksbergen Jenna 107 146 160 504 511 520
Hooyer Maddie 102 154 198 494 515 526
Huyser Eloise 165 195 506 513
Kelderman Colt 30 53 69 L L M 478 497 478
Kern Elizabeth 63 85 123 K L L 471 485 486
Kirby Cooper 94 159 167 496 518 509
Kovalenko Vladimir 14 29 33 451 471 474
Lamb Miles 65 80 75 L M N 461 483 487
Manifold Alyssa 92 112 161 N P P 483 491 501
Nieuwsma Liam 53 86 M O O 431 465 492
Noble Asher 71 77 77 L M N 430 436 482
Ochsner Zachary 39 88 108 473 489 503
Roose Cody 67 121 136 491 506 521
Runner Kyla 107 110 135 O P Q 498 511 520
Sanchez-Clark Gabe
Schechinger Peyton
Schreur Luke 132 141 159 511 511 521
Seieroe Chris 117 163 219 500 507 514
Seieroe Sam 96 163 198 501 513 517
Snyder Finley 114 145 139 488 515 514
Strang Isabella 62 88 117 473 486 501
Talsma Emery 61 124 145 478 499 511
Tukker Declan 24 61 78 464 478 486
Van Arendonk Jillian
Van Arendonk Jameson
Van Kooten Lexi 46 99 124 476 487 504
Van Maanen Kaesy 66 91 88 K N N 503 517 519
Van Maanen Rowan 108 147 167 495 503 520
Van Maanen Reagan 123 148 166 522 522 529
Van Wyk Breckyn 89  112 N O N 490 504 506
Van Wyk Addie 68 65 97 K L M 350 490 489
Van Wyngarden Brady 110 130 173 499 513 507
Van Wyngarden Clair 30 51 63 L L M 455 469 497
Veenstra Katelyn 105 146 145 491 499 505
Ver Meer Daniel 46 59 81 K L M 460 375 471
Verhoef Owen 107 142 161 501 510 512
Vos Gerrit 95 130 129 N O P 500 510 506
Wiersma Alaina 48 110 139 480 499 503
Zylstra Norah 123 135 174 495 508 516
  83 115 134 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 484 497 507

pm.1 Our teachers assess academic growth in the 
minority language in ways that are commensurate with 
the program model. 
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your turn
26
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bci.1  Our program 
faithfully implements 
common language 
targets specific to 
the minority 
language across 
grade levels as part 
of a strong literacy 
program.
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28

28

quick introduction to addalingua
29
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inspire global empathy through education in TWO languages.

We exist to... 

30
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We do this by offering… 
31
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level 1

plan, method, model training

resources support
32
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This checklist of addalingua standards and success indicators is designed to support a variety of teachers and school leaders in K-12 contexts in
any DLI program model type. This tool serves as a great starting point for dialogue among Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) in dual
language immersion programs.

Standards emphasized in each of the professional learning levels are as follows:

level 1: foundations - fundamental practices
for dual language immersion educators

level 2: applications - student engagement
strategies for dual language immersion
classrooms

level 3: extensions - collective responsibility
for dual language immersion programs

● program fidelity - elements of
standards 1, 2, and 3

● dual language development - elements
of standards 1, 2, and 3

● biliteracy and counterbalanced
instruction - elements of standards 1,
2, 3, and 4

● progress monitoring - elements of
standards 1 and 2

● program fidelity - elements of
standards 1, 2, 3 and 4

● dual language development - elements
of standards 1, 2, 3, and 4

● biliteracy and counterbalanced
instruction - elements of standards 1,
2, 3, and 4

● progress monitoring - elements of
standards 1 and 2

● program fidelity - elements of
standards 1, 2, 3, and 4

● dual language development - elements
of standards 1, 2, and 3

● biliteracy & counterbalanced
instruction - elements of 1, 2, and 4

● progress monitoring - elements of 3
and 4
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facebook.com/addalingua

@addalingua

WE WOULD 
LOVE TO KEEP 
TALKING…IN 

MULTIPLE 
LANGUAGES!

addalingua.com
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lilah.ambrosi@addalingua.com 

@addalingua
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